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Equilibrium in the Infinite-Horizon Game



Consider the state (l, h) where the low-state and high-state bidders draw their costs from the intervals [cl , c¯l ] and [ch , c¯h ] respectively. As presented in the paper, the expressions for b(c; h, l) and b(c; l, h) represents the bidding strategies corresponding to the equilibrium when the game is played exactly once. We will now show that in the dynamic infinite-horizon version of the game the bidding strategies b(c; h, l) + δ(πl − πh ) and b(c; l, h) + δ(πl − πh ) correspond to a Markov perfect equilibrium of the game. Here δ is the probability that the game will continue for another period and πl and πh are the expected profits of the low-state and high-state bidders respectively from the one-shot auction. Suppose the second bidder is following a bidding strategy that results in a winning probability function for the first bidder of Pr W in(b; l, h). This represents the probability of the first bidder winning the auction if it bids b. Then bidder 1’s payoff function from the infinite-horizon game can be written in Bellman equation form as: Z



c¯l



max{(b−c+δV (h, l)) Pr W in(b; l, h)+[1−Pr W in(b; l, h)]δV (l, h)}



V (l, h) = cl



b



∗



1 dc. c¯l − cl (1)



Contact information: [email protected] (corresponding author, Department of Economics, Oberlin College, 10 N Professor St, Oberlin, OH 44074. Phone: +1-440-775-8485, fax: +1-440-775-6978) and [email protected] (Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, B306 Clark Building, Colorado State University, Fort Collins CO 80523. Phone: 970-491-2589, fax: 970-491-2067).
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Conditional on a cost draw of c if the low-state bidder bids b, then with probability Pr W in(b; l, h) it receives b−c+δV (h, l). Here b−c is the payoff from winning the current auction and δV (h, l) is the discounted sum of its stream of payoffs when it is the highstate bidder at the state (h, l) in the next period. With probability 1−Pr W in(b; l, h) the low-state bidder loses the auction and its payoff is δV (l, h) since it will again be the low-state bidder in the next period. Assuming optimal behavior in all future periods, in the current period, given a c, the bidder must choose b to maximize the expression inside the curly braces. (1) can be rearranged as: Z



c¯l



V (l, h) = cl



1 max{(b − (c + δ(V (l, h) − V (h, l)))) Pr W in(b; l, h)} dc + δV (l, h). | {z } b c¯l − cl Opportunity Cost



Thus at each state a bidder is choosing b to maximize the expression (b−(c+δ(V (l, h)− V (h, l)))) Pr W in(b; l, h). It is as if the bidder’s true cost of winning the current auction has been increased from c to c + k, where k ≡ δ(V (l, h) − V (h, l)). The term k is the opportunity cost of winning the current auction, and is a constant as far as determining the optimal bid in a Markov perfect equilibrium is concerned. It is equal to the discounted value of the difference in the bidder’s profits when it loses the current auction and when it wins the current auction. It is not a function of b since b only affects the probability of reaching either state (l, h) or (h, l), but not the bidder’s profit stream conditional on being at a given state. So, we can write: c¯l



Z



max(b − (c + k)) Pr W in(b; l, h)



V (l, h) = cl



b



1 dc + δV (l, h). c¯l − cl



and from the perspective of the high-state bidder: Z



c¯h



max(b − (c + k)) Pr W in(b; h, l)



V (h, l) = ch



b



1 dc + δV (l, h). c¯h − ch



Thus, while determining their optimal bids, it is as if the two bidders are playing a static auction where their costs have been shifted to the right by k. Saini (2012), following Kaplan and Zamir (2012)’s analysis for a regular auction, shows how to derive the equilibrium bid distributions b(c; l, h) and b(c; h, l) for a oneshot procurement auction with cost draws from [cl , c¯l ] and [ch , c¯h ]. What we have just learned though is that optimal bidding in a Markov perfect equilibrium of the infinitehorizon dynamic game entails solving a static auction with ‘cost’ draws from [cl +k, c¯l +k] and [ch + k, c¯h + k]. Replacing cl , c¯l , ch , and c¯h with cl + k, c¯l + k, ch + k, and c¯h + k in the expressions derived by Saini (2012), it turns out that the bidding equilibrium is now given by b(c; l, h) + k and b(c; h, l) + k: shifting the costs by a constant shifts bids by the same constant (Mathematica computations available on request). Thus, at a cost draw
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of c ∈ [ci , c¯i ] in the dynamic game the bidder acts as if its true cost is c + k and bids b(c; i, −i) + k, that is, its static bid at c plus the opportunity cost δ(V (l, h) − V (h, l)). Substituting these bid functions in the Bellman equations we get: Z



c¯l



(b(c; l, h) + k − (c + k))



V (l, h) =



cl c¯h



c¯h − ρ(b(c; l, h); h, l) 1 dc + δV (l, h). c¯h − ch c¯l − cl



Z



(b(c; h, l) + k − (c + k))



V (h, l) = ch



Here



c¯h −ρ(b(c;l,h);h,l) c¯h −ch



1 c¯l − ρ(b(c; h, l); l, h) dc + δV (l, h). c¯l − cl c¯h − ch



is the winning probability of player l, and ρ(b; h, l) is the inverse



bidding function of player h. Specifically ρ(b(c; l, h); h, l) denotes the cost draw of player h above which his bid would exceed b(c; l, h) + k, the bid of player l. Similarly c¯l −ρ(b(c;h,l);l,h) c¯l −cl



is the winning probability of player h. The equations further simplify to: Z



c¯l



(b(c; l, h) − c)



V (l, h) =



cl c¯h



c¯h − ρ(b(c; l, h); h, l) 1 dc + δV (l, h). c¯h − ch c¯l − cl



Z



(b(c; h, l) − c)



V (h, l) = ch



1 c¯l − ρ(b(c; h, l); l, h) dc + δV (l, h). c¯l − cl c¯h − ch



Changing the variable of integration from costs to bids, and inserting the parameters of our problem we get: 130







 ρ(b; h, l) − 80 1 (b − ρ(b; l, h)) 1 − ρ0 (b; l, h) db +δV (l, h). 160 − 80 100 − 20 } 95.625 {z | | {z }



Z V (l, h) =



Prob. of h bidding more than b+k







 ρ(b; l, h) − 20 1 (b − ρ(b; h, l)) 1 − db +δV (l, h). ρ0 (b; h, l) 100 − 20 160 − 80 } 95.625 | {z | {z }



Z V (h, l) =



130



Density of bid distribution for l



Prob. of l bidding more than b+k



Density of bid distribution for h



This means that: V (l, h) = πl + δV (l, h), V (h, l) = πh + δV (l, h), and therefore: V (l, h) =



πl , 1−δ



δ πl , 1−δ V (l, h) − V (h, l) = πl − πh . V (h, l) = πh +
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Thus, the difference between the discounted sum of the profit stream of a bidder that loses the current auction V (l, h) and a bidder that wins the current auction V (h, l) is the same as the difference in the expected profits of the low-state and high-state bidders in a one-shot auction. Therefore k = δ(πl − πh ), and the equilibrium bidding functions in the infinite-horizon auction become b(c; l, h) + δ(πl − πh ) and b(c; h, l) + δ(πl − πh ), which are identical to the bid functions of the bidders in the first stage of the two-period game.
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Investigating Learning Effects



Table 1 augments the results in Table 2 in the main paper by interacting the game indicator variables with the trial count within the game (i.e., the number of times a participant has previously played that particular game) as well as the game order (i.e., whether the game is played first, second, or third in a session). This provides a measure of the extent to which learning occurs through playing the same game repeatedly, or from previously playing other game types (e.g., playing the one-shot game after playing the two-period and infinite-horizon games). The results reported in Table 1 reveal that experience and order effects do not appear to influence bidding behavior in the one-shot game under complete bid revelation as neither the Trial Count nor Game Order coefficients are significantly different from zero. Under incomplete bid revelation, playing dynamic games prior to the one-shot game tends to increase winning bids, given that the Game Order coefficient is significantly different from zero and positive. This result suggests that observing the results of dynamic auctions may play a role similar to bid revelation in the static one-shot game setting. In the static second round of the two-period game, within-game experience appears to play a limited role, however order effects are found to influence winning bids under complete bid revelation. Specifically, winning bids are significantly higher when bidders face the second round of the two-period game after already having played previous game types. Overall, the results do not provide strong evidence that experience plays a systematically different role under complete information than it does under incomplete information in the static auctions. After controlling for experience and order effects, winning bids in the one-shot auction are significantly higher under complete bid revelation than under incomplete revelation. The opposite is true in the second round of the two-period game, however, as winning bids are significantly higher under incomplete bid revelation after controlling for experience and order effects. Experience and order effects also appear to play a muted role in influencing winning bids in the dynamic auction settings. There is a general tendency for experience in previous trials and previous games to increase winning bids in the complete revelation
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(1.887) (5.064) (2.531) (3.992) (4.051)



(2.143) (2.474) (1.744) (3.547) (1.915)



(s.e.)



Note: ***,**,* indicate trial interaction parameters that are significantly different from 0 at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively.



Table 1: Winning Bids Interacted with Trial and Game Variables Asymmetric Auctions Coefficient (s.e.) Trial Count (s.e.) Game Order Incomplete Bid Revelation One-Shot 83.937 (3.941) 0.157 (0.195) 6.090*** Two-Period (Round 1) 99.578 (6.164) 0.601 (0.916) -0.187 Two-Period (Round 2) 91.956 (3.316) 0.585 (0.487) 2.776 Infinite-Horizon (Round 1) 107.821 (11.189) 0.916 (2.112) -3.205 Infinite-Horizon (Round> 1) 108.890 (5.704) 0.655 (0.670) -3.643* Complete Bid Revelation One-Shot 101.506 (5.315) 0.036 (0.246) -0.084 Two-Period (Round 1) 74.303 (9.391) 3.018*** (1.081) 13.342*** Two-Period (Round 2) 82.581 (5.497) 0.647 (0.598) 10.302*** Infinite-Horizon (Round 1) 112.340 (12.931) 4.243 (2.795) -3.753 Infinite-Horizon (Round> 1) 110.680 (9.098) 0.423 (2.074) 3.470 N 1867 R2 0.953 F (30,93) 834.55



setting and decrease winning bids under incomplete revelation. This suggests that bid revelation may to some extent help bidders to identify the opportunity cost associated with losing an auction over time. In the first round of the two-period game, winning bids increase significantly across trials and after playing other game types under complete bid revelation. Experience and order do not have a significant impact on winning bids under complete information in the infinite-horizon game, although we note that we have lower statistical power in this setting given that participants only play four infinite-horizon game trials. Experience with previous game types appears to increase competition in the infinite-horizon game under incomplete bid revelation as the Game Order coefficient in later rounds of the infinite-horizon game is significantly different from zero and negative. It should be noted that the results provided in Table 1 represent only one functional representation of experience and order effects. In particular, the regression in Table 1 assumes a linear learning process. We also estimated regressions that allowed for nonlinear learning processes, but found that these models did not provide any additional evidence that learning varied in a systematic way in the static or dynamic settings.
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Observed Static and Dynamic Markups



Table 2 presents a regression of the observed bid markups on treatment variables.
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Note: r.s.e.= robust standard errors. The theoretical predicted average markup amounts at states (l, h), (h, l), (l, l), and (h, h) are 47, 8.11, 20, 20, respectively for the one-shot game and round 2 of the two-period game (only asymmetric states possible); and 77.03, 38.14, 50.03, 50.03, respectively for the two-period (round 1) and infinite-horizon games.



Table 2: Bid Markups (l, h) (h, l) (l, l) (h, h) Game Markup (r.s.e.) Markup (r.s.e.) Markup (r.s.e.) Markup (r.s.e.) Incomplete Bid Revelation One-Shot 40.032 (2.055) 9.128 (1.521) 16.705 (1.555) 14.486 (1.594) Two-Period (Round 1) 47.023 (2.392) 28.242 (6.035) 35.345 (5.809) 35.002 (6.279) Two-Period (Round 2) 39.216 (2.209) 7.435 (1.195) Infinite-Horizon 45.374 (1.935) 22.896 (3.528) 37.250 (6.565) 27.752 (4.318) Complete Bid Revelation One-Shot 49.186 (2.296) 13.195 (2.030) 22.070 (1.840) 23.239 (1.745) Two-Period (Round 1) 57.760 (5.743) 34.734 (6.793) 53.114 (7.590) 35.761 (5.025) Two-Period (Round 2) 46.643 (4.193) 16.974 (2.706) Infinite-Horizon 64.189 (4.852) 38.962 (5.891) 57.259 (8.404) 53.388 (10.688) N 1867 N 1867 N 642 N 668 2 2 2 2 R 0.305 R 0.108 R 0.482 R 0.483 F (8,93) 181.642 F (8,93) 20.929 F (6,93) 52.842 F (6,93) 53.009



Experiment Instructions OMEEL (Oberlin Mobile Experimental Economics Laboratory)



Introduction This experiment is a study of how people make economic decisions. If you follow these instructions and make careful decisions, you will earn money. The amount you earn will depend on the decisions that you make. Your earnings will be measured in tokens which will be added up over the course of the experiment. At the end of the experiment you will be paid in cash at the rate of 50 tokens = $1. This amount will be paid to you confidentially. You will also earn a show-up fee of $5. Please do not communicate with other participants in the experiment. If you have questions regarding these instructions, raise your hand and a monitor will come by to answer your questions. The experiment monitor will also be going over these instructions orally in a moment. The experiment is based on procurement auctions. Procurement auctions are often held for assigning construction contracts. In these auctions, several firms submit bids to undertake a project, and the contract is awarded to the lowest bidder, who is paid the amount it bids. The winning bidder earns an amount equal to the winning bid minus the winning bidder's cost of completing the contract. It has also been observed that a firm that wins one project finds it more costly to immediately win another project because its productive resources are limited. This experiment mimics this setting by putting you in the position of such a firm.



The Experiment In this experiment, you will play three types (A, B and C) of auction games. You will play each type of game several times, each time with a different person. Neither you nor the other person will know the identity of the person they are playing against.



Game A You will bid in one procurement auction with one other player. This game has three steps. 1. Learn Your Cost a. The computer will reveal to you your cost for the auction. This cost will be a number drawn at random from one of two possible cost ranges LOW: a number between 20 and 100. HIGH: a number between 80 and 160. The computer will randomly select one of these ranges, and then randomly draw a number from the chosen range (each number in the chosen range is chosen with equal probability). b. The player you are playing against will know the range of your costs but not the exact value of your cost. Similarly you will know the cost range of the other player, but only that player will know their exact cost. 2. Submit Your Bid a. Next, you and the other player will submit a bid confidentially. The bid that you type in must be at least as high as your actual cost in that round (otherwise you would potentially lose money). Also, your bid can't exceed 300.



OMEEL (Oberlin Mobile Experimental Economics Laboratory)



3. See Who Won a. The player that submitted the lowest bid will be chosen as the winner of the auction. He or she will receive a number of tokens equal to their Submitted Bid MINUS the Actual Cost. b. The player who did not win will not receive anything. The screen will tell you whether you won the auction, what the winning bid was, [what the other player’s bid was (implemented in half the sessions)], and your earnings (if any) in the auction. If there is a tie, the winner will be chosen through a computerized lottery (each wins with 50% probability). You will play this game several times, each time with a different unknown person.



Game B In this game, you will play a sequence of two procurement auctions rounds with the same unknown player. 1. In the first auction round, you and the other player’s cost range and actual cost in the first round will be randomly determined. You will learn your cost, submit a bid and see who wins. 2. There will be a 20% chance (determined through a computerized lottery) that the game will end after the first auction round.



3. If there is a second auction round, the person who won the first auction will get a cost draw from the HIGH range, and the person that lost the first auction will get a cost draw from the LOW range. Again, you will learn your cost, submit a bid and see who wins. You will play this game several times, each time with a different unknown person.



Game C In this game, you will play a sequence of two or more procurement auction rounds with the same unknown player. 1. In the first auction round, you and the other player’s cost range and costs in the first round will be randomly determined. You will learn your cost, submit a bid and see who wins. 2. After every auction round, there will be a 20% chance (determined through a computerized lottery) that the game will end after that auction. 3. In each auction round after the first auction round, the person who won the previous auction will get a cost draw from the HIGH range, and the person that lost the previous auction will get a cost draw from the LOW range. When this game ends will depend on the computerized lottery at the end of each auction round. You will play this game several times, each time with a different unknown person. Order of Games. [Game orderings were session specific. This is an example.] You will first play Game A (16 times), each time with a different person. Then, you will play Game B (8 times), each time with a different person. Finally, you will play Game C (4 times), each time with a different person. Best of Luck!
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Example Game Suppose that you are playing Game C where you will play two or more procurement auctions. Suppose in the first round, the computer determines each player’s cost range and then displays to each player a cost draw. In the table below an example is provided that includes hypothetical cost draws and the bids made by each player.



Round 1. Cost range



Actual cost



Bid



Winner



Round earnings



Player 1



LOW



80



87



No



0 Tokens



Player 2



LOW



65



73



Yes



8 Tokens



There is a 20% chance (determined by the computer) that this will be the final round of the game and a 80% chance that the players will participate in another auction in round 2. Assuming that round 2 does occur, Player 2’s cost range in round 2 will be HIGH, since they won the auction in round 1. Player 1’s actual cost range in round 2 will be LOW since they did not win the previous auction. Please fill out the table below with hypothetical values that are consistent with the rules of the game.



Round 2. Cost range



Actual cost



Bid



Winner



Round earnings



Player 1



LOW



_______



_____



_______



____________



Player 2



HIGH



_______



_____



_______



____________



Assuming that Round 3 occurs (again with 80% probability), use your results from Round 2 to fill out the table below with hypothetical values that are consistent with the rules of the game.



Round 3. Cost range



Actual cost



Bid



Winner



Round earnings



Player 1



_____



_______



_____



_______



__________



Player 2



_____



_______



_____



_______



__________



Assume that the game ends at this point because of the computerized lottery.
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